Servant Leadership is a powerful approach to achieving common goals in which the leader acts purposefully to serve those who are led.

What Servant Leadership Brings All These Things into the Workplace.

Smart companies know that meaning is part of the compensation they offer to their employees. Which is why smart companies value servant leadership.

Companies practicing servant leadership prosper because they provide better customer experience, are more innovative and attract the best talent.

Servant-leaders drive fear out of the workplace. In its place, they make room for joy.

Why Anyone Can Be a Servant-Leader, No Matter Their Place in the Organization.

Lots of Companies Practice This:

- Southwest Airlines
- Starbucks
- Container Store
- Tata Group
- U.S. National Park Service

How

The single most important practice of servant leadership.

- Extensive Listening
- Purposeful Delegating
- Connecting Followers to a Mission
- Purposely Fostering